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ran says it has received “the 
first part” of advanced Rus-
sian air-defence missile ship-
ment under a controversial 
$800 million contract, a trans-

fer that could dramatically bolster 
the Islamic Republic’s military ca-
pabilities as the entire Middle East 
is torn by conflict likely to drag on 
for years and further sour US-Rus-
sian relations.

The Tasnim news agency, which 
is close to the Islamic Revolution-
ary Guards Corps (IRGC) that will 
control the new S-300PMU-2 Fa-
vorit systems, reported on April 
11th that Iranian Foreign Ministry 
spokesman Jaber Ansari has con-
firmed the delivery, although he 
gave no details.

Western military analysts are 
concerned that the long-delayed 
sale of five batteries of the long-
range S-300 missile under the De-
cember 2007 contract could be the 
precursor of other big-ticket arms 
deals with Moscow under which 
Tehran will acquire other potent 
weapons systems to modernise an 
arsenal that has been weakened by 
decades of international arms em-
bargoes.

“The transfer of updated S-300s 
would be a potential game-chang-
er, since Iran’s current air defences 
are relatively weak and plagued 
by coverage and capability gaps,” 
analysts Michael Eisenstadt and 
Brenda Shaffer of the Washington 
Institute for Near East Policy as-
serted.

It would, among other things, 
“provide Iran, for the first time, 
with the ability to intercept cruise 
missiles and short- and medium-
range ballistic missiles… The mis-
siles might also embolden Iran to 

take greater risks in a variety of 
areas, in the belief that more ad-
vanced SAMs would increase the 
price of retaliation for adversar-
ies.”

Delivering the S-300s would 
further upend the Middle East’s 
military balance at a time when 
Iran is driving to become the para-
mount power in a region wracked 
by the Syrian war and increasing-
ly dangerous face-off with Saudi 
Arabia, its long-time arch-rival, as 
the United States relinquishes its 
traditional dominance in the re-
gion. Israel and Turkey will also be 
alarmed.

Russia’s provision of the new 
missiles will also strain the already 
difficult relations between the US 
and Russia and will likely intensify 
US opposition to ongoing tests of 
Iran’s ballistic missiles that violate 
UN Security Council resolutions. 
On March 24th, the US Treasury 
Department imposed sanctions on 
Iranian companies and individuals 
allegedly involved in the test pro-
gramme.

In August 2015, Iran and Rus-
sia announced the S-300s would 
be delivered by the end of 2016. 
Russian Deputy Defence Minister 
Mikhail Bogdanov said then that 
“just technical details” remained 
to be agreed.

The 2007 deal, which involved 
fraught negotiations over several 
years and was bitterly opposed by 
the United States and Israel, hit 
trouble in late 2010 when then-
Russian president Dmitry Medve-
dev blocked delivery amid swelling 
global sanctions against Tehran 

over its nuclear programme.
Iran filed a $4 billion lawsuit cit-

ing breach of contract. Russian offi-
cials said Tehran was persuaded to 
withdraw it after “long and tough 
negotiations”.

Once Iran signed the July 2015 
agreement with US-led global 
powers, pledging to curtail its nu-
clear project in return for lifting 
crippling sanctions and releasing  
about $100 billion in frozen assets, 
Russian President Vladimir Putin 
gave the sale the green light.

Even so, Iran’s relations with the 
United States remain volatile be-
cause Tehran has accelerated plans 
to modernise its military capabili-
ties using funds freed under the 
nuclear agreement. This includes 
a possible sale of Su-30 fighter jets, 
which Iran’s dangerously rundown 
air force badly needs and which the 
US has vowed to block.

Despite Putin’s drive to bolster 
Russian arms sales in the Middle 
East as part of his master plan to re-
store Moscow’s influence in the re-
gion, the S-300 deal with Iran could 
still founder because of suspicions 
both Russia and Iran harbour about 
each other’s strategic objectives.

“Moscow views Iran with a mix-
ture of deep distrust (due in large 
part to its ability to threaten Rus-
sian interests in the Caucasus and 
Central Asia) and exasperation 
(due to the difficulty in previous 
S-300 negotiations), so the Kremlin 
seems content to use the prospec-
tive S-300 sale as leverage over the 
United States and Israel, for exam-
ple pressuring them to refrain from 
arms transfers to Ukraine,” Eisen-
stadt and Shaffer observed.
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Mehdi Karrubi’s open letter is not a cry for democracy
“ I

’m not asking for 
freedom… but demand 
an open trial for me 
from the despotic 
rulers… so I can 
present evidence of 

electoral fraud in the 2009 
(presidential) elections,” 
Iranian opposition leader Mehdi 
Karrubi wrote in an open letter 
to President Hassan Rohani.

Karrubi’s letter, the first he 
has produced since he was put 
under house arrest on February 
14th, 2011, and its rallying cry 
immediately made headlines 
in Iranian media abroad and is 
likely to dominate the Persian-
language blogosphere for weeks 
to come.

However, as with similar 
declarations from other 
opposition leaders, this letter is 
not likely to mobilise the Iranian 
public to take organised action 
against their “despotic rulers” 
despite recent signs of widening 
dissent in the Islamic Republic.

There are two reasons why.
For many years, Karrubi 

and other opposition leaders 
served the regime they now are 
criticising as “despotic” and 
served it well. What is worse is 
that, with very few exceptions, 
they are not prepared to distance 
themselves from their past.

They may denounce and 
condemn the 27-year rule of 

Iranian Supreme Leader Ali 
Khamenei, yet they nostalgically 
call for a return to the “golden 
era of the imam”, the late Grand 
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, 
who founded the Islamic 
Republic in 1979.

This was an era that secured 
upward social mobility and 
political promotion for the likes of 
Karrubi but for the Westernised 
urban upper-middle class, which 
Karrubi is now addressing, it is 
widely remembered as a time of 
state terror.

Karrubi’s April 9th letter 
provides an example. He boasts of 
all the senior positions he held in 
the Islamic Republic and praises 
the “school of thought of the 
imam, from which “the culprit”, 
former president Mahmoud 
Ahmadinejad — whose re-
election in the 2009 poll triggered 
unprecedented protests and 
bloodshed — deviated by ignoring 
the popular vote and the principle 
of the sovereignty of the people.

Any Iranian with a critical 
mind, however, is perfectly 
aware of Khomeini’s contempt for 
democracy. In this light, Karrubi’s 
letter can be perceived as little 
more than a desire to return to an 
era when he was favoured by the 
despotic regime, rather than to a 
rebel against despotism and call 
for democracy.

Mir Hossein Mousavi, the 
other opposition leader under 
house arrest, is no different 
than Karrubi and that is hardly 
surprising: That gentleman, 
whose most important claim on 
the presidency was his record 
as “the prime minister of the 
imam”, can hardly be expected 
to be greeted as a champion of 
democracy by Iran’s alienated 
middle class.

In most of his post-June 2009 

election public statements, 
Mousavi accused Ahmadinejad 
of “violating with the values 
and principles of the imam” and 
constantly praising electoral 
mechanisms in the 1980s.

Mousavi’s vision of the future 
also was a return to the “golden 
era of the imam” rather than 
a clear break with the anti-
democratic Khomeinist regime.

Granted, there are men and 
women of great moral courage 
who have broken with the 
regime and confessed of their 

past misdeeds. One such was the 
late Grand Ayatollah Hossein-Ali 
Montazeri, whose four-volume 
series Studies on the Guardianship 
of the Jurist and Theology of the 
Islamic State gave Khomeini’s 
theory of rule by the jurisprudent 
religious legitimacy.

Montazeri turned against his 
brainchild having witnessed the 
perils of giving vast powers to 
one individual, even an allegedly 
saintly one like Khomeini, under 
whose rule political prisoners 
were summarily executed, young 
females were raped in prison prior 
to execution, as it was considered 
a sin to kill a virgin, and religious 
minorities suffered suppression.

Montazeri admitted he was 
wrong and emphasised the 
necessity of restraining the power 
of the ruling elite on the grounds 
that absolute power leads to 
absolute corruption.

He rebelled not after being 
sidelined by the regime but while 
he was designated Khomeini’s 
successor. The price he paid for 
his courageous denunciations of 
those in power was house arrest 
and the persecution of his family 
and followers by the regime.

But he did serve as a role model 
for those opposed to the clerical 
regime, its excesses and its misuse 
of power.

Montazeri died in December 
2009 but through his ethical life 
and moral courage to admit his 
mistakes, he showed the path 
to a brighter future for Iran and 
Iranians instead of returning to 
the reign of terror of the “golden 
era of the imam.”
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